
EFFECTIVELY
MANAGE VIRTUAL
MEETINGS
A Guide to services for supporting
and hosting your Virtual Meetings
and Electronic Voting 
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We care about our clients and the achievements of your
goals.
We are committed to elevating sport.
We believe that healthy, human sport strengthens
communities.

OVERVIEW

Founded in 1992, Sport Law is a team of professional consultants who are
passionate about making a difference in sport. Our dedicated consultants
have years of experience working within the sport sector and provide
exceptional sport management, leadership development and governance
services including organizational reviews and audits, strategic and operational
planning and evaluation, communications and crisis management, cultural
transformation and Integral Coaching, risk management, dispute resolution,
policy development, legal issues, safe sport implementation, stakeholder
engagement, human resources, and so much more. Sport Law is the one stop
shop for sport organizations who want to elevate their business performance
through humanistic leadership practices.

VALUES

EMPATHY

We go the extra mile to find simple solutions to complex
situations.
We support our clients in resolving challenges. 
We get the job done on time and within budget.

DELIVERY

We act as catalysts to inspire our clients, challenge
conventional thinking, and push boundaries. 
We establish high-trust and enduring relationships to
bring clarity and purpose to sport organizations. 
We use legal knowledge and deep wisdom to provide
customized and sustainable solutions.

STEWARDSHIP
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Our Mission is to support sport leaders in achieving clarity and purpose.

VISION
Our Vision is to elevate sport.
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PLEASE NOTE:
The services outlined below are general
guidelines and can be adapted to the
needs of your organization.

Determining how to properly conduct an
online meeting can be confusing and
challenging. An organization needs to
ensure that:

its eligible members can access the
meeting (accounting for technology
limitations and unreliable connections),
ballot voting is anonymous, accurate
and verifiable, and
members’ rights are not compromised.

Online elections and voting must also be
conducted fairly and transparently, and
not be exposed to (or perceived to be
exposed to) malpractice.

Sport Law can provide a number of
services to ensure that your meetings are
managed effectively and in accordance
with your bylaws and procedural rules. This
includes the potential use of our Simply
Voting online voting subscription and our
Zoom and GoToMeeting technology. 

This guide outlines how Sport Law can
support your organization in hosting its
online meeting (i.e. AGM, SGM or Board
Meeting) as well as the associated costs.
For more information on the types of
services that Sport Law can provide,
please visit our website, sportlaw.ca.
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LET SPORT LAW HELP
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Sport Law meets with organization to
identify meeting objectives, and
determine motions and election
process. Organization shares draft
agenda and script, bylaws, election
candidate names, procedural rules and
other applicable documents.

Sport Law reviews bylaws and
procedures and provides
recommendations to ensure corporate
and procedural compliance.

Sport Law prepares script that
articulates exactly how EACH motion or
election (voting event) will be presented
by the presiding officer, for
organization’s approval (in advance of
meeting).

Organization completes a Sport Law
form that identifies all voting
delegates/members, their full name,
and their voting event email (they will
receive an email at the time of each
voting event). Optional entries include
issued ID’s and weighted votes.
Instructions are specified in the
document.

Organization may opt to utilize Sport
Law’s online meeting platform (Zoom or
GoToMeeting) or utilize its own. Sport
Law organizes/manages its Simply
Voting platform on behalf of
organization and will assist with use of
Sport Law online meeting platform.

Organization coordinates chairing and
administration of meeting, with Sport
Law acting as manager of Simply
Voting platform, third-party scrutineer,
and providing parliamentary counsel
during the meeting where required. 

HOSTED ON SPORT LAW'S PLATFORM

OUR PROCESS ADVANCED

SUPPORT COST

$1,250 - $1,500 + tax for Sport Law
support & meeting lasting less than
2 hours 
(hourly rates apply to 2hr+).

Plus $150 + tax for use of Simply
Voting (up to 5 voting events).

And $30 per additional voting
event (beyond first 5).
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“I was very nervous about hosting a
virtual AGM for the first time after

being forced into this decision by the
pandemic, but Jason ensured that

everything ran smoothly. Not paying
for travel expenses, room rentals,

etc., along with the confidence Jason
inspired in the validity of the voting

process made virtual AGMs an
attractive alternative in the future.”

Bill Johnson - Executive Director,
Football Manitoba
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Organization completes a Sport Law
template document that articulates
exactly how EACH voting event will be
presented, including all election
candidate names or other related
voting responses, provided in sequential
order (in advance of meeting).

Organization completes a Sport Law
form that identifies all voting
delegates/members, their full name,
and their voting event email (they will
receive an email at the time of each
voting event). Optional entries include
issued IDs and weighted votes.
Instructions are specified in the
document.

Organization organizes and manages
online meeting platform (i.e. ZOOM,
GTM) and Sport Law
organizes/manages its Simply Voting
platform on behalf of organization.

Organization coordinates all other
aspects of meeting (registration,
agenda, script, bylaw compliance,
procedures, etc.). –

OUR PROCESS

$750 + tax for basic admin support &
meeting lasting less than 2 hours 
(hourly rates apply to 2hr+).

Plus $150 + tax for use of Simply
Voting (up to 5 voting events).

And $30 + tax per additional voting
event (beyond first 5).

STANDARD
SUPPORT COST
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HOSTED ON SPORT LAW'S PLATFORM

"Money very well spent...we learned so
much about procedure which will be a
huge help in the future, and you
were so thorough and patient from
start to finish.  I would highly
recommend to anyone that they
engage Sport Law to assist them with
their virtual meetings."
     
          - Rick Benson, Softball BC
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HOSTED ON YOUR OWN VOTING & MEETING PLATFORM

Organization acquires its own voting platform
subscription.

Organization coordinates ALL aspects of the
online meeting, with Sport Law providing
administrative and/or parliamentary services
such as:

Acting as manager/scrutineer for the
Organization’s voting platform
Reviewing bylaws and procedures and
providing recommendations to ensure
corporate and procedural compliance.
Acting as parliamentary counsel, to be
called upon by the presiding officer or
members during the meeting as required.
Chairing the meeting (additional rates will
apply)

OUR PROCESS

$750 - $1,000 + tax for Sport Law support &
meeting lasting less than 2 hours.

Additional hourly rates apply to 2hr+ meetings
and expanded support.
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DO IT YOURSELF

SUPPORT COST
“Working with Sport Law on our
virtual AGM couldn't have been

easier. Not only did they
accommodate us on short notice,
but they took the time to walk us

through all the questions we had in
advance so that we were confident
that everything would go smoothly.

I felt that their preparation and
expertise with the process allowed
them to react quickly to everything
happening in the meeting in real

time, and that their support
contributed to building trust in our

brand. Sport Law allowed us to
focus on the meeting itself, rather

than having to worry about the
voting logistics. We ended up
saving significantly by hosting

virtually, and we'll definitely do it
again.”

Jill Richard - Executive Director,
Curling Alberta

SUMMARY

$750 - $1,000 $900 $1,400 - $1,650

DO IT
YOURSELF

STANDARD
SUPPORT

ADVANCED
SUPPORT

Own Voting
Platform
Own meeting
platform
Sport Law provides
admin/parlia-
mentary
services for
meeting up to 2
hours

e.g. Scrutineer and or
parliamentary
counsel.

Sport Law's Voting
Platform
Own meeting
platform
Sport Law
manages/
organizes voting
platform on behalf
of organization

Sport Law's Voting
Platform
Sport Law's
meeting platform
(optional)
Sport Law provides
admin/parlia-
mentary services for
meeting up to 2
hours
Sport Law reviews
bylaws, prepares
meeting script

PLUS TAX

Up to 5 voting events
$30 per add'l voting event).

PLUS TAX PLUS TAX

Hourly rates apply
to 2hr+ meetings &
expanded support

Hourly rates apply
to 2hr+ meetings &
expanded support

Hourly rates apply
to 2hr+ meetings &
expanded support

Up to 5 voting events
($30 per add'l voting event)

To see how we can help at your next meeting,
please reach out to one of our Parliamentary Experts:

Jason Robinson - jer@sportlaw.ca
Kathy Hare - keh@sportlaw.ca
Steve Indig - sji@sportlaw.ca
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We are experts in law and leadership.
Let's resolve your challenges and realize

your vision together.

WWW.SPORTLAW.CA


